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Abstract

In this paper, we aim to introduce a new variation of the flow rack automated storage and retrieval system (AS/RS) using a single machine for storage and retrieval operations instead of two machines. Also, analytical expressions are derived for expected single and dual cycle times of the storage and retrieval machine. For that, randomized storage assignment, and Tchebychev travel are assumed. Two dwell point positions are investigated and compared to determine the best one. Finally an experimental validation using simulation is conducted to verify the quality of the developed.

Nomenclature:

\( E(SC) \) expected storage time
\( E(DC) \) expected dual cycle travel time
\( E(RC) \) expected retrieval cycle travel time
\( E(TB) \) expected travel time between any two storage bins
\( E(V_1) \) expected travel time from P/D station to any storage bin
\( E(V_2) \) expected travel time from the center of rack face to any storage bin
\( l, h, d \) length, height, and depth of a storage segment
\( M \) number of storage segments in a bin (i.e. number of layers in the rack)
\( m \) layer rank \( (0 \leq m \leq M-1) \)
\( N \) storage capacity (i.e. total number of storage segments)
$N_l$  number of bins on each row

$N_h$  number of bins on each column

$s_h$  horizontal speed of storage/retrieval machine

$s_v$  vertical speed of storage/retrieval machine

$T$  normalization factor

$t_h$  horizontal travel time from the pickup/drop-off point to the farthest column

$t_v$  vertical travel time from the pickup/drop-off point to the farthest row

$t_h'$  horizontal travel-time between two consecutive bins ends (it should be noticed that horizontally, if a bin end is dedicated for storage, the next one is dedicated for retrieval).

$t_v'$  vertical travel-time between two consecutive bins (it should be noticed that vertically, all bin ends are either dedicated for storage, for retrieval)

$\rho$  load rate

$b$  shape factor

$t_p'$  travel time from storage to retrieval ends of a bin: $t_p' = max(t_h', t_v')$

1 Introduction

Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems (AS/RS) have been widely used not only as alternatives to traditional warehouses but also as a part of advanced manufacturing systems [1]. Improved inventory management and control, increased storage capacity to meet long-range plans, quick response to locate/store/retrieve items, reduced labor cost due to automation are among the major advantages provided by AS/RS [2].

In today’s manufacturing environments, inventories are maintained at lower levels than in the past. These reduced inventories have led to smaller storage systems, which, in turn, have created the need for quick access to the material being held in storage. Hence AS/RS used in manufacturing, warehousing, and distribution applications must be designed to provide quick response times to service requests as well as minimum space utilization.

AS/R systems composed mainly of storage racks, storage/retrieval (S/R) machines and pickup/delivery (P/D) stations, are used for all kind of products, from the very small electronic components to the large car coaches, all over the industrial chain, from the raw material warehousing to the distribution applications. AS/RS cannot be of the same type in all these warehousing conditions. During the three last decades many types of AS/RS have been developed to embrace all area of their operation. There exist several types of AS/RS that can handle items of different size and weight. These several types include unit-load, mini-load, man-on-board, deep-lane, automated item-retrieval system, and flow-rack systems.

In this paper, we aim to introduce a new variation of the flow rack AS/RS using a single machine for storage and retrieval operations instead of two machines. Also, analytical expressions are derived for expected storage and retrieval single and dual cycle times of the S/R machine. For that, randomized storage assignment, and Tchebychev
travel (simultaneous travel in the horizontal and vertical directions) are assumed. Two dwell point positions are investigated and compared to determine the best one. Finally an experimental validation using simulation is conducted to verify the quality of the developed models.

The closed form expected travel time model, presented in this work, can be used to: establish performance standards and evaluate throughput performance for single machine flow rack AS/RS design configurations as well as comparison with other types of AS/RS for choice decision. Also, they can be used as a basis of comparison for evaluating performance improvements of different storage techniques.

2 Literature Review

Since the fifties where the first one was introduced, AS/RS are more and more used in industry, warehousing and supply chain. Many researchers all over the world investigated their performances beginning from the early bird works in the seventies [3]-[6]. Since that time, hundreds of papers were dedicated to AS/RS. Some literature reviews have been performed during the last two decades like [7]-[13].

There is extensive research in the area of dwell point of S/R machine. Bozer and White [14] suggest static dwell point rules, although they provide no quantitative comparison of their performance. Egbelu [15] presents a model for dynamic positioning of S/R machines with the objective of minimizing the expected travel-time. Peters et al. [16] develop a closed form solution for dwell point location under a variety of AS/RS configurations. Park [17] developed an optimal dwell point policy for automated storage/retrieval systems with uniformly distributed racks. He proposed, for non-square-in-time racks, closed form solution for the optimal dwell point in terms of the probability of the next transaction demand type: storage or retrieval. Van den Berg [18] developed analytic expressions that determine the optimal dwell point of the S/R machine in an AS/RS. Meller and Mungwattana [19] used a simulation study to investigate the magnitude of the benefit of different strategies in selection of dwell-point for a high utilization AS/RS. Hale et al. [20] proposed a closed form models for dwell point locations in automated storage carousel systems.

Development of expected travel-time (i.e. average travel-time) models for S/R machine is another research area. Based on a continuous rack approximation approach, Bozer and White [14] present expressions for expected cycle’s times of an AS/RS performing single and dual command cycles. Hwang and Lee [21] present travel-time models, which include constant acceleration and deceleration rates with a maximum-velocity restriction. Chang et al. [22] propose travel-time models that consider various travel speeds with known acceleration and deceleration rates. Dallari et al. [23], investigated the performance evaluation of a man-on-board AS/RS under different storage policies. The S/R machine travel time is derived for each storage policy as a function of the shape of the storage area, the number of picking points and the sequencing algorithm used. Van Den Berg and Gademann [24] presented a simulation study of an
automated storage/retrieval system and examined a wide variety of control policies. For the class-based storage policy, they applied an algorithm which enables evaluation of the trade-off between storage space requirements and travel times. Ashayeri et al. [25] presented an exact geometry-based analytical model which can be used to compute the expected cycle time for a storage/retrieval (S/R) machine, executing single-commands, dual-commands, or both, in a rack structure which has been laid out in pre-specified storage zones for classes of goods. Park [26] and Park et al. [27] studied performances of different AS/RS with class based storage policy. De Koster et al., [28] and Yugang and de Koster [29] studied the design of optimal rack of 3D compact storage under different storage policies. Fukunari and Malmborg [30] developed a heuristic model using closest open location load dispatching in order to determine travel time for random storage system. Ghomri et al. [31] presented new models for single and dual cycle time of multi-aisle AS/RS. Their study was based on a continuous rack face and aisle approximation. The closed form models they developed were compared to more complicated models for validation. Kouloughli et al., [32] [33] determined optimal dimensions of multi aisle AS/RS that minimize single and dual cycle time. Parikh and Meller [34] investigate on person-on-board order picking system, for that they developed a travel time model. Chen et al. [35] studied the storage location assignment and interleaving problem in an AS/RS with shared storage. Using queuing theory, Ma et al. [36] investigated the performance of an AS/RS under stochastic demand. Tanaka and Araki [37] studied the routing problem for a multi input output point unit-load AS/RS under shared storage policy. Autonomous vehicle storage retrieval system, a new variation of classical AS/RS, was investigated using simulation for rack configuration [38], performance evaluation [39] and deadlock control [40]. Lerher et al. [41] proposed travel time models for double-deep AS/RS.

A flow-rack AS/RS is high density storage system that aims to optimize space utilization. Sari et al. [42] developed travel time models for flow rack AS/RS. In [43] the authors investigated the effect of P/D station and restoring conveyor positions on the travel time models. They gave a classification of the best positions that minimize storage and retrieval expected times. Sari [44] conducted a comparative study between flow rack and unit load AS/RS. He considered two comparison parameters: space utilization and travel time. Bessnouci et al. [45] considered metaheuristics based control of flow rack AS/RS, they investigate the scheduling of retrieval request to minimize system response. Meghelli-Gaouar and Sari [46] considered a two class-based storage policy for the flow rack AS/RS in order to reduce the retrieval time. Cardin et al. [47] considered an in-deep class based storage for the flow rack AS/RS, the noticed that this technique gives better result than classical class based storage.

3 Problem Description

A flow-rack AS/RS consists of a deep rack composed of a matrix of horizontal and vertical sloping bins, where each bin consists of several segments and each segment can store a single item. Each sloping bin is equipped with a gravitational conveyor consisting of free rolling wheels or cylinders on its base. A storage machine and a retrieval machine
are placed on the rear and the front of the rack, respectively. A restoring gravitational conveyor, which is placed on one side of the rack, is used to link the retrieval machine to the storage machine. The products are stored in sloping bins from the rear of the rack and they slide toward the front of the rack on the gravitational conveyor inside the bin until they reach the end of the queue of previously stored items. When an item is to be retrieved, if it is stored in the first segment of the bin (i.e., the nearest segment to the retrieval machine), retrieval operation simply consists of picking the item from the bin and depositing it in the delivery station. If the desired item is not stored in the first segment, then the retrieval operation consists of two phases: First, all items stored in front of the desired item are retrieved and delivered to the restoring conveyor. These items are transported on the restoring conveyor until they reach the storage face of the rack where they are picked up by the storage machine and stored back in the rack. Second, when the desired item reaches the first storage segment, it is then picked up by the retrieval machine and delivered to the deposit station (see figure 1).

As stated above, the retrieval time of a flow rack AS/RS is composed of two components: time to retrieve the needed item and time to restore all items preceding it. In previous works [42] [43], it was noticed that this latter time was responsible of a large amount of total retrieval time in a flow rack AS/RS. This is caused by: (i) in random storage, many items to restore precede the needed one, and (ii) the restoring conveyor was far from the retrieval bins. To overcome the first reason, heuristics and metaheuristics were developed to store items intelligently so that retrieval times will lower by minimizing the number of restored items [45]-[47]. The main objective of this study is to try to lower the retrieval times by overcoming the second reason stated above. If restoring items is done in an adjacent bin, travel time will be lowered to it minimum value. Another drawback of AS/RS is the high initial investment. On the other hand, a large percentage of this investment is committed to storage and retrieval (S/R) machines. The second objective of this work is to lower the capital investment by reducing the number of S/R machines. Based on these objectives, we aim, in this work, to explore a variation of the flow rack AS/RS where a single machine is used for storage and retrieval,
the storage bin are designed in a narrow u shape so that its two ends are in the same face near each other. This type of gravitational flow storage bin has been proposed by De Koster et al., [28]. But in their work they used a lifting mechanism at the opposite face of the S/R machine. In this paper, to avoid lifting mechanism at each bin, S/R machine is placed at the opposite face as compared to the work in [28]. By doing this the S/R machine will play the role of lifting mechanism (see figure 2). Consequently, the travel strategy and travel times models developed in [28] will no more be usable for this new configuration of the AS/RS, and it is necessary to develop new models.

In industry, flow-rack AS/RS is typically used for one or very few types of items, where each bin is dedicated to a particular item and the system operates based on the first-in-first-out rule. This paper aims to investigate the performance of flow-rack AS/RS configurations considering a large mix of different product types. For a large mix of different product types, each bin can no more be dedicated to a particular item and first-in-first-out rule cannot be used. Instead, a random storage policy can be adopted; this is the case in this paper. In random storage, each bin on the storage rack has equal probability of usage for storage.

4 Travel Times Models

According to Peters et al. [16], the best S/R machines dwell points positions are P/D station in case where the incoming operation is a storage, and center of the rack if the incoming operation is retrieval. For our travel time models development, the two dwell points are considered.
4.1 Dwell Point at the P/D Station

4.1.1 Single Cycle

Figure 3 represents the different displacements of the S/R machine for either a storage (a) or a retrieval (b) operation. From this figure, we notice that the storage is performed in the same way as for a unit load AS/RS. Hence, the storage travel time is the same as the one derived by Bozer & White [14]:

\[
E(SC) = 2E(V_1) = T\left(\frac{b^2}{3} + 1\right)
\]

For retrieval operation, the S/R machine will travel to the desired bin retrieval end, retrieve and reshuffle (from the bin storage end) all items preceding the desired one before loading the latter, travelling to P/D station and unloading the desired product. Sari et al. [42] proposed a model for flow rack AS/RS. In the following, we will use the same procedure as they used to derive the retrieval cycle time. They considered two cases, either the needed product is immediately reachable, or it is behind some other products. They showed that the first case stands when the load rate is smaller or equal to 1/M; and since there is no reshuffling, single and dual cycle expected time derived by Bozer & White [14] will stand. In the remaining of this paper we will consider only the second case ($\rho > 1/M$), figure 3(b) shows that a retrieval time is composed of three components as follows:

\[
E(RC)_m = 2E(V_1) + 2mt_p'
\]

with: $t_p'$ being the mean travel time between the bin retrieval and reshuffling ends and m being the number of items preceding the needed one.
Expression for $E(V_i)$ can be derived easily from literature [14], [16] & [42] as:

$$E(V_i) = \frac{T}{2}\left(\frac{b^2}{3} + 1\right)$$

Hence the retrieval time for an item stored in the $m^{th}$ layer of a bin is:

$$E(RC)_m = T\left(\frac{b^2}{3} + 1\right) + 2m t'_p$$

Consequently the retrieval time of any item stored in any layer of any bin is:

$$E(RC) = \frac{1}{m+1} \sum_{i=0}^{m} E(RC)_i$$

Replacing (2) in (3) will lead to:

$$E(RC) = \frac{1}{m+1} \sum_{i=0}^{m} T\left(\frac{b^2}{3} + 1\right) + 2i t'_p$$

After simplifications we will obtain:

$$E(RC) = T\left(\frac{b^2}{3} + 1\right) + m t'_p$$

According to Sari et al. [42]: $m = \rho M - 1$, so:

$$E(RC) = T\left(\frac{b^2}{3} + 1\right) + (\rho M - 1)t'_p$$

Let us state $t'_p = t_p / M$ the retrieval time expression becomes:

$$E(RC) = T\left(\frac{b^2}{3} + 1\right) + t_p \left(\rho - \frac{1}{M}\right)$$

4.1.2 Dual Cycle

When the S/R machine performs a dual cycle, it will make a storage operation followed by a retrieval one. These operations can be performed either in the same bin or in different bins. The first case is interesting for two reasons: load balancing between bins (the dual cycle operation will not modify the load rate in the bin) and minimization of travel between storage and retrieval operation. In the second case the storage and retrieval bins can be either adjacent, and in this case we still minimize the travel between storage
and retrieval bins; or far from each other’s which represent the most general case. Consequently, we will consider to scenarios in our study: first storage and retrieval are made in the same or two adjacent bins; second these operations are made in any to bins of the system rack. These two scenarios are schematized in figure 4.

In the case where the storage and retrieval are made in the same or two adjacent bins (figure 4(a)), we add to expression (4), \( t'_p \): the time necessary to go from the bin storing end to the retrieval one (see figure 3(b) and 4(a)):

\[
\overline{E(DC)} = \overline{E(RC)} + t'_p
\]

After simplifications we will obtain:

\[
\overline{E(DC)} = T \left( \frac{b^2}{3} + 1 \right) + \rho \, t_p \tag{5}
\]

In the case where the storage and retrieval are made in two different bins (figure 4(b)), we add to expression (4) \( \overline{E(TB)} \), the time necessary to travel from the storing bin to the retrieval one:

\[
\overline{E(DC)} = \overline{E(RC)} + \overline{E(TB)} \tag{6}
\]

According to Bozer and White [14]:

\[
\overline{E(TB)} = T \left( \frac{1}{3} + \frac{b^2}{6} - \frac{b^3}{30} \right) \tag{7}
\]

Replacing (4) and (7) in (6) will lead to:

\[
\overline{E(DC)} = T \left( \frac{4}{3} + \frac{b^2}{2} - \frac{b^3}{30} \right) + t_p \left( \rho - \frac{1}{M} \right) \tag{8}
\]
4.2 Dwell Point at the Center of the Rack Face

In this section, let us investigate the single and dual cycle travel time’s models of the single machine flow rack AS/RS when the S/R machine dwell point is at the center of the rack face.

4.2.1 Single Cycle

For storage operation, as stated in figure 5(a), the S/R machine will first travel from its dwell point (center of rack face) to the P/D station; this travel is equal to $T/2$. It will load the product and then travel from P/D station to storage bin where it will unload the product and finally from storage bin to dwell point. These travels are represented by the following expression

$$E(SC) = E(V_1) + E(V_2) + \frac{T}{2}$$

(9)

Similarly to $E(V_1)$, expression for $E(V_2)$ can be derived easily from literature [14] [16] [42] as:

$$E(V_2) = \frac{T}{2} \left( \frac{b^2}{6} + \frac{1}{2} \right)$$

Replacing $E(V_1)$, and $E(V_2)$ in (9) by their respective expressions will lead to:

$$E(SC) = T \left( \frac{b^2}{4} + \frac{5}{4} \right)$$

For Retrieval operation, as stated in figure 5(b), the S/R machine will first travel from its dwell point (center of rack face) to the retrieval bin where it will load the products preceding the desired one and travel to the nearest bin storage end to unload them (one round trip for each product). Then it will load the desired product and travel to P/D station where it will unload it and finally return to dwell point. However, this last travel (dashed arrows in figures 5 and 6) might not be taken into account in the retrieval expected travel time, as the retrieval operation is satisfied once the product reaches the P/D station. Also, it should not be taken into account in the computation of the throughput of the S/R machine as this travel is done only if there is no storage or retrieval request; which means that the machine is going to be idle for a while. Nevertheless, if travel times models are used to determine the total workload of the S/R machine as in the case of energy evaluation, or maintenance planning it is necessary to include this last travel. On the other hand, this travel is perfectly constant and well known to be equal to $T/2$ and can be added a posteriori to the final equation. Consequently, we will not take
into account this travel time in the following. The expected retrieval time can be written as:

\[
E(RC)_m = E(V_1) + E(V_2) + 2mt_p
\]

Derivations are similar to those presented in section 4.1.1. Finally the expected retrieval time when the dwell point position of the S/R machine is at the center of the rack can be written as:

\[
\overline{E(RC)} = T \left( \frac{b^2}{4} + \frac{3}{4} \right) + t_p \left( \rho - \frac{1}{M} \right)
\]

### 4.2.2 Dual Cycle

Figure 6 depicts the different displacements of the S/R machine in case of a dual cycle and a dwell point position at the rack face center. When schematics of figure 4 and 6 are compared, it can be noticed that the difference in travel time between the two cases is constant and equals T/2. Consequently, dual cycle travel time will be equal to:

\[
\overline{E(DC)} = T \left( \frac{b^2}{3} + \frac{3}{2} \right) + \rho t_p
\]

In the case where the storage and retrieval are made in the same or two adjacent bins and:

\[
\overline{E(DC)} = T \left( \frac{11}{6} + \frac{b^2}{2} - \frac{b^3}{30} \right) + t_p \left( \rho - \frac{1}{M} \right)
\]

In the case where the storage and retrieval are made in any bins,
4.3 Dwell Point strategies comparison

In this section we will compare the developed travel time models for the two dwell point position to establish which position will minimize the time response to a storage or a retrieval request (single cycle) or both of them (dual cycle).

Table 1: travel time models comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dwell point position</th>
<th>$E(SC)$</th>
<th>$E(RC)$</th>
<th>$E(DC)$ storage &amp; retrieval in adjacent bins</th>
<th>$E(DC)$ storage &amp; retrieval in any bins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P/D station</td>
<td>$T\left(\frac{b^2}{3} + 1\right)$</td>
<td>$T\left(\frac{b^2}{3} + 1\right) + \rho T \left(\rho - \frac{1}{M}\right)$</td>
<td>$T\left(\frac{b^2}{3} + 1\right) + \rho T$</td>
<td>$T\left(\frac{4}{3} + \frac{b^2}{2} - \frac{b^3}{30}\right) + \rho T \left(\rho - \frac{1}{M}\right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack face center</td>
<td>$T\left(\frac{b^2}{4} + \frac{5}{4}\right)$</td>
<td>$T\left(\frac{b^2}{4} + \frac{3}{2}\right) + \rho T \left(\rho - \frac{1}{M}\right)$</td>
<td>$T\left(\frac{b^2}{3} + \frac{3}{2}\right) + \rho T$</td>
<td>$T\left(\frac{11}{6} + \frac{b^2}{2} - \frac{b^3}{30}\right) + \rho T \left(\rho - \frac{1}{M}\right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff 1</td>
<td>$T\left(\frac{b^2}{12} - \frac{1}{4}\right)$</td>
<td>$T\left(\frac{b^2}{12} + \frac{1}{4}\right)$</td>
<td>$-\frac{T}{2}$</td>
<td>$-\frac{T}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff 2</td>
<td>$T\left(\frac{b^2}{12} - \frac{1}{4}\right)$</td>
<td>$-T\left(\frac{1}{4} - \frac{b^2}{12}\right)$</td>
<td>$-T$</td>
<td>$-T$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two first rows of table 1 one summarize the travel time’s models development presented in sections 4.1 & 4.2. The two last rows present the difference between these models as follows:
• Diff 1 represents the travel time’s models when the dwell point is at the P/D station minus when it is at the rack face center. It is notice that this difference is negative except for \( E(RC) \) (note that \( 0 < b \leq 1 \)).

• Diff 2 represents the travel time’s models when the dwell point is at the P/D station minus when it is at the rack face center but, in this case the travel time from P/D station to dwell point position is taken into account (see section 4.2.1). This difference is always negative (note that \( 0 < b \leq 1 \)).

From these results, we can state that placing the dwell point position at the center of the rack will increase the travel times except for the single cycle retrieval, and even in this case it has a little interest since it decreases the system response to a retrieval request but increases the total travel time of the S/R machine. Consequently, we can state that for this kind of system, the best dwell point position is the P/D station.

5 Experimental Validation

To be able to perform the experimental validation of the travel time’s models developed in section 4, one should either use an existing system or perform simulation. In our case, the use of existing system is not feasible because the system does not exist yet. So we opt for simulation. To do so, we developed a simulator that emulates the behavior of the single machine flow rack AS/RS.

In the following section we will present the framework of the simulator that was developed using Java.

5.1 Simulator of a Single Machine Flow Rack AS/RS

In this section, a brief description of the general structure of the simulator developed to imitate the behavior of a single machine flow rack AS/RS is presented. Many programming languages in addition to simulation software can be exploited to develop the needed simulator. Our choice has been point out toward Java because of the many advantages that this software offers. Among these advantages:

• Greater flexibility than with graphical environments.
• Extensive and high-quality Java development tools, libraries, runtime optimizers, compatibility with other software, flexibility…
• Portability (runs on practically any type of computer without change),
• Programs are much faster than under typical point-and-click simulation environments.

The efficient implementation of such simulator requires an interdisciplinary knowledge of advanced tools of Java language; therefore, this simulator is realized as a set of Java classes using a library named Stochastic Simulation in Java (SSJ) [48]. SSJ can be described as an organized set of software tools offering general-purpose facilities for stochastic simulation programming in Java. It supports event view, process view,
continuous simulation, and arbitrary mixtures of these views. SSJ is an organized collection of Java packages whose purpose is to facilitate simulation programming in the general purpose Java language. An early version was described by L’Ecuyer, Meliani, and Vaucher [49].

In order to modelize our system we have created six subclasses: "ASRS", "ArriverCommande", "ArriverProduit", "DeplaceMachine", "EndOfsimulation", and "simulateOnRun", which are defined as subclasses of the abstract class Event. Following the event class structure, for each sub-class, an action method is defined and is executed each time the event occurs. Figure 7 depicts the constitution of each of these classes and the relationship between them. These classes can be described as:

- The class “ASRS” represents a flow-rack AS/RS and its proprieties (number of vertical and horizontal bins, number of storage segments in a bin, length; height; and depth of a storage segment, number of bins on each row and each column, normalization factor, load rate, shape factor…).
- The class “ArriverCommande” represents a request for item to be retrieved, when the “ArriverCommande” event happens, it schedules another event “ArriverCommande” after a time specified at the initialization of the program.
The class “ArriverProduit” represents an arrival of item to P/D Station, when the “ArriverProduit” event occurs, it schedules another event “ArriverProduit” after a time specified at the initialization of the program.

The class “DeplaceMachine” represents the move of the S/R machine, this event is triggered by the "Arrivercommande" event or "ArriverProduit" event, when this event takes place, the S/R machine moves to store or retrieve item in or from the flow-rack AS/RS.

The class “EndOfsimulation”, will trigger the end of simulation.

The class “simulatOnRun”: in this class we initialize the simulation and schedule an event “EndOfsimulation” after a desired time of simulation, it schedules the first “ArriverCommande” event and the first “ArriverProduit” event, and start the simulation.

Table 1: Analytical vs. Simulated Travel Times results (dwell point at the P/D station).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rack dimensions</th>
<th>Storage single cycle time</th>
<th>Retrieval single cycle time</th>
<th>Storage &amp; retrieval in adjacent bins</th>
<th>Storage &amp; retrieval in any bins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_l$</td>
<td>$N_h$</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.667</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.667</td>
<td>6.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6.667</td>
<td>6.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.667</td>
<td>6.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>6.667</td>
<td>6.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19.36</td>
<td>19.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19.36</td>
<td>19.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>19.36</td>
<td>19.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>19.36</td>
<td>19.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>19.36</td>
<td>19.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.33</td>
<td>25.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25.33</td>
<td>25.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25.33</td>
<td>25.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25.33</td>
<td>25.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>25.33</td>
<td>25.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38.67</td>
<td>38.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>38.67</td>
<td>38.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38.67</td>
<td>38.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>38.67</td>
<td>38.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>38.67</td>
<td>38.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td>51.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td>51.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td>51.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td>52.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>52.00</td>
<td>52.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Simulation Results and Discussion

Simulation has been performed using the simulator presented in section 5.1, on a PC. Rack dimensions have been varied from very small system (36 storage segments) to very large systems (160000 storage segments). The other characteristics of the considered AS/RS have been taken as follows: the travel times $t'_h=t'_v=t'_p=1$ and load rate $\rho = 0.75$.

Table 2: Analytical vs. Simulated Travel Times results (dwell point at rack face center).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rack dimensions</th>
<th>Storage single cycle time</th>
<th>Retrieval single cycle time</th>
<th>Storage &amp; retrieval in adjacent bins</th>
<th>Storage &amp; retrieval in any bins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_l$ $N_h$ $M$</td>
<td>$\bar{E}(SC)$</td>
<td>$\bar{E}(SC)$</td>
<td>$\bar{E}(RC)$</td>
<td>$\bar{E}(RC)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 6 2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 6 20</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.42</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 6 40</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>33.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 6 100</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 6 200</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 15 2</td>
<td>22.04</td>
<td>21.54</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>15.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 15 20</td>
<td>22.04</td>
<td>21.72</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>28.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 15 40</td>
<td>22.04</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>43.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 15 100</td>
<td>22.04</td>
<td>21.73</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>88.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 15 200</td>
<td>22.04</td>
<td>21.78</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>163.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 20 2</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>28.35</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 20 20</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>28.23</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>32.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 20 40</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>28.28</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 20 100</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>28.27</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>92.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 20 200</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 30 2</td>
<td>43.49</td>
<td>43.32</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 30 20</td>
<td>43.49</td>
<td>43.26</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>42.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 30 40</td>
<td>43.49</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 30 100</td>
<td>43.49</td>
<td>43.32</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 30 200</td>
<td>43.49</td>
<td>43.36</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 40 2</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>58.33</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 40 20</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>58.31</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 40 40</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>58.28</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>67.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 40 100</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>58.38</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 40 200</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>58.36</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The aim of this section is to evaluate and compare the analytical expected retrieval times of a single machine flow rack AS/RS, to the one obtained by simulation. For this, we conducted 200 simulations (each one replicated ten times) by varying the AS/RS rack dimensions. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the simulation results. These results have been obtained using random storage and retrieval methods. Column 1, 2 and 3 of these tables represent respectively the number of bins on each row ($N_l$) and each column ($N_h$) and number of storage segments in a bin ($M$). While the other columns present storage and
retrieval single cycles times, and dual cycle times for storage and retrieval in adjacent bins as well as in any two bins. For each of these cycle times, analytical and simulated models and the error between them are provided.

According to the results presented in tables 2 and 3 one can notice the following:

- The errors between analytical and simulated results are in most of cases less than one percent.
- For each model the error between analytical and the simulation decrease when the dimension of system increase. This is foreseeable since the analytical model use a continuous approximation of the real system.
- In some cases, the error can increase to more than 3%. But this error still be reasonable. All the simulations have been performed for square in time systems, further investigations should be done to verify the developed model performances in non square in time systems

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we developed analytical travel times models for a single machine flow rack AS/RS. These models stand for storage and retrieval single and dual cycle travel times. For dual cycle, two strategies were investigated: store and retrieve in adjacent bins or in any two bins of the rack. Two dwell point positions were considered. These concerns led us to eight models that have been compared to find the best dwell point position. These models have been developed on the basis of a continuous rack face approximation.

An experimental validation through computer simulation has been conducted to verify the ability of the developed models to predict the real behavior of the system. For that, a simulator based on Java programming language was developed to emulate the functioning of a real single machine flow rack AS/RS. The computer simulation showed that the error, of the continuous approximate models relative to simulated models, is acceptable for most cases when the system is square in time. However, more investigations should be carried out for non square in time systems.

The closed form expected travel time model, presented in this work, can be used to: establish performance standards and evaluate throughput performance for single machine flow rack AS/RS design configurations as well as comparison with other types of AS/RS for choice decision. Also, they can be used as a basis of comparison for evaluating performance improvements of different storage techniques.
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